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PLACES to EAT in KOREA

Restaurant

레스토랑

Serves foreign foods; normally priced higher than Korean cuisine due to the non-local ingredients used.

Restaurant

분식집

Serves small meals and snacks on the cheap, such as a spicy rice cake (ddogpogi), tempura, and ramen.

Hof, Bar

호프, 바

Serves a variety of drinks including Korean beer and soju. Normally at least one small dish of food (anju) should be ordered.

Restaurant

포장마차

Outdoors: Offers quick cheap meals. Standing room only.

Korean Restaurant

한식집

All varieties of traditional Korean food.

Cafe

카페

Offers various coffees, teas, and desserts.

Floor table

상

sang

Korean Barbecue

바비큐

ba bi qyu

A favorite of foreigners. These places serve pork or beef, and sometimes both. Can be marinated or plain. A charcoal grill BBQ is preferred over a gas grill BBQ, but costs more.
ORDERING FOOD in KOREA

I would like to order this.
이걸로 주세요.
igeool juseyo.

Do you accept credit cards?
크레딧카드 받아요?
kuredit cardeu badayo?

Water, please.
물 좀 주세요.
mul jom juseyo.

Do you have an English menu?
영어 메뉴 있어요?
yeoangeo menyu itseoyo?

Do you offer take out?
음식을 가지고갈 수 있나요?
umsikul kajigogalsu itnayo?

Where is the restroom?
화장실이 어디 있어요?
hwajangsili odi itseoyo?

WORD BANK
- Napkin: 냅킨 (naepkin)
- Receipt: 영수증 (yongsujong)
- Chopsticks: 젓가락 (chotgarak)
- Fork: 포크 (poku)
- Spoon: 숟가락 (sutgarak)
- Knife: 칼 (kal)

TIP
- Dishes are often shared among Korean colleagues and friends. Allow your senior members to serve themselves and begin to eat first.
- Don’t feel ignored! Koreans prefer to enjoy their meals at their own pace and without interruption from the restaurant staff. When you need service, raise your voice and call out for assistance.
- Look around! Many restaurants also have buzzers to contact servers.
- Major credit cards, including American Express, are accepted everywhere.
Squash

Onion

Meat

Kimchi stew

Beef soup

Pot luck stew

Soybean Paste Stew

Chili pepper

Soybean paste

---

**TIP**

- Hot soups are popular meals all year long, not just during the cold months.
- In the humid summer months, the combination of the spicy red pepper paste and the hot broth act as cooling agents for the body by causing sweat.

---

**WORD BANK**

- Kimchi: 김치
- Garlic: 마늘
- Pork: 돼지고기
- Chicken: 닭고기
- Mushroom: 버섯
- Green onion: 파

---

Budae Jigae is a Korean stew that uses common US Army rations such as hot dogs, beans and Spam.

Doenjang Jigae is the Korean equivalent of Japanese miso soup. Both are made using fermented soy bean paste.

Doenjang Jigae has green onions in a vegetable or beef broth as opposed to miso's fish based broth. It is an excellent source of protein.
Greetings
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Hello.
안녕하세요.
anneyeonghaseyo.

You are welcome.
천만에요.
cheonmaneyeo.

Thank you.
고맙습니다.
gomapsumnida.

See you tomorrow.
내일 봐요.
neol bwayo.

How are you?
잘 지냈어요?
jal jimaesoyo?

Long time no see.
오래간만이에요.
oraegaranmaneyeo.

Nice to meet you.
만나서 반갑습니다.
mannaseo pangapsumnida.

Nice to meet you, too.
저도 만나서 반갑습니다.
chodo mannaseo pangapsumnida.

Good bye.
안녕히 가세요
anyeonghi gaseyo.

Saying goodbye in Korean requires knowing who is staying and who will be leaving.
Goodbye is ‘have a good stay’ or ‘go in peace’.

If the speaker is leaving and other people stay, the speaker says ‘anyeonghi gyeseyo’.

If the speaker stays and others leave, the speaker can say ‘anyeonghi gyeseyo’.
If all parties are leaving, everyone can say ‘anyeonghi gaseyo’.

Good bye.
안녕히 계세요
anyeonghi gyeseyo.
The Korean language uses two sets of numbers. Anything that can be counted will require use of only one of these sets. Sino-Korean numbers, in yellow below, are derived from Chinese. Pure Korean numbers, shown in the two rightmost columns below, are of Korean origin.
Pure Korean numbers are only commonly used to represent 1 to 99. **Ordered numbers**, or **ordinals**, are a version of this. The yellow boxes are ordinals of Pure Korean numbers showing ranking. The left column is a set of **Sino-Korean numbers** which are used for Korean money.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numbers</th>
<th>Sino-Korean Numbers</th>
<th>Korean Ordinals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>영, 공 yeong, gong</td>
<td>첫번째 cheotbeonjae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hundred</td>
<td>백 baek</td>
<td>두번째 dubeonjae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thousand</td>
<td>천 cheon</td>
<td>세번째 sebeonjae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ten Thousand</td>
<td>만 man</td>
<td>네번째 nebeonjae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hundred Thousand</td>
<td>십만 sipman</td>
<td>다섯번째 daseotbeonjae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Million</td>
<td>백만 baekman</td>
<td>여섯번째 yeoseotbeonjae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hundred Million</td>
<td>역 eok</td>
<td>일곱번째 ilgopbeonjae</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**My phone number is 010-123-4567.**
제 전화번호는 공일공 일이삼 사오육칠 입니다.

**My address is ____dong 5-11.**
제 주소는 ____동 오 다시 십일 입니다.
**TRANSPORTATION - BUS & TAXI**
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---

**Blue Bus**
간선버스
*ganseon-boseu*
Rapid inter-regional travel along main bus routes. 900 Won for first 10km with T-card or 1000 Won.

**Green Bus**
지선버스
*jiseon-boseu*
Linking main routes with subway lines within a region.

**Taxi**
택시
*taksi*
Regular taxi. Starting fare is 1900 Won for the first 2km. 20% extra charge after midnight.

---

**Red Bus**
광역버스
*gwangyeok-beoseu*
Rapid transportation between metropolitan areas, like Seoul, and cities in Gyeonggi Province.

**Yellow Bus**
순환버스
*sunhwon-beoseu*
Circular line transportation inside urban centers and metropolitan subcenters.

**Black Luxury Taxi**
모범택시
*mo-beom-taksi*
‘Deluxe Taxi’ that’s comfortable and more friendly. As with regular taxis, tipping is not expected. 4500 Won for first km.

---

**Does this bus go to ____?**
이 버스 ____에 갑니까?
*i beosu ____e gappnika?*

**Please tell me when we arrive.**
도착하면 알려주세요.
*dochakhamyeon al-yeojuseyo.*

**How many stops from here?**
여기서 몇 정거장이나 가까 하나요?
*yeogiseo myeot jeonggeojangina gaya hanaya?*

**Would you take me to ____?**
____까지 가주시겠어요?
*____kkaji gajusigesseoyo?*
Proxy Driver

대리운전
daeri unjeon
A call service for when you've driven your car and realize that you have had too much to drink. This is a cost effective way of getting both you and your car home safely.

T-Money Card

티머니
ti mooni
An electronic rechargeable transportation card. It can be used on all public transportation: taxis, buses, subways, and even many parking garages. A T-Money Card is required in order to get a free transfer between buses and/or the subway.

Please add 10,000 Won to my card.

카드에 만원만 보내주세요.
kadu-e manwonman neoeojuseyo.

English subway map, please.

영어 지하철 노선도 좀 주세요.
yeongeojihacheol noseondojomjuseyo.

Subway

지하철
jihacheol

The Seoul subway system is an easy-to-use, low cost transportation system. Many signs and subway stop are written in English. The subway and buses do not run all night so a taxi will be necessary for late night hours.

English subway maps are free and available upon request at major subway ticket counters.

Ticket Counter

매표소
maepyooso
**TRANSPORTATION II**

**KTX High speed trains**

KTX, 케이 티 엑스
ke ti egseu

The Korean Train Express costs more than a regular train, but offers a fast and comfortable way to travel Korea. You can travel from Seoul to Busan in under 3 hours as opposed to 4 hours on the regular KORAIL train. Half of the seats face backwards, so avoid these if you are easily prone to motion sickness. Ticket pre-sales are announced and occur before holidays, selling out before the date of departure. Standing seats are also available.

**KORAIL Train**

기차
gicha

Korea Railroad standard trains are a low cost means of traveling between cities. It takes 4 hours to travel from Seoul to the southernmost city of Busan. Standing seats are also available.

**Car rental**

렌트카
renteuka

Be sure to bring an International Driver's License as they are required in South Korea. These are only available in your home country for licensed drivers.

---

**Reservation**

예매
yeomae

**Express Bus Terminals**

고속버스 터미널
gosokbeoseu terminal

**Airport Limousine Bus**

공항버스
gonghangbeoseu

---

**TIP**

The Airport Limousine Bus service is a simple and economical way to travel from the airport to your destination. No reservation is required. If you need taxi service after the bus, be warned that trunk space is very limited. This is because the trunk holds a tank of liquid petroleum gas (LPG) for fuel.
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Where am I?
여기가 어딘가요?
yeogiga oedingayo?

Go left.
좌회전 하세요.
jwahoejeon haseyo

Go right.
우회전 하세요.
uhoejeon haseyo

Go back.
되돌아 가세요.
doedora gaseyo

Go straight.
 똑바로 가세요.
tiokbaro gaseyo

Can you write it down for me?
여기에 써 주실래요?
yeogie sseo juisilaereyo?

TIP
• When asking for directions, be prepared for detailed instructions. It’s best to verify afterwards.
• Carry pen and paper and ask them to draw a simple map based on the steps that they provided.

WORD BANK
Way over there
חרסמנ 면
hwolssin meon

Next
다음
daeeum

Near
근처에
gunecheo-e

In front of
앞에
ap-e

Back of
뒤에
dwi-e
11 ASKING DIRECTIONS II
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Where is ____?
_____ 어디있니까?
_____ eodipnikka?

Do you speak English?
영어 할 줄 아세요?
yeongeo hal jul aseyo?

What floor is ____ located on?
_____이 몇 층에 있나요?
_____ i myeot cheungae ittnayo?

What exit number should I use?
어느 출구로 나가야 합니까?
eoneu chulguro nagaya hapnikke?

How long does it take to walk there from here?
여기서 거기까지 걸어가는데 얼마나 걸립니까?
yeogisseo geogiakkaji georeoganeunde eolmana geollipnikka?

What subway train do I take to get to ____?
_____ 가는데 어느 지하철을 타야 합니까?
_____ ganeunde eoneu jihacheoreul taya hapnikka?

TIP
- Most directions do not have street names unless they are major roads. However, major road signs have both Korean and English.
- North, south, east, and west are not used to provide directions as they are in Western countries.
- Directions are instead based on nearby buildings, landmarks, subway stations, and major intersections. Always bring the phone number of your destination in case you get lost.
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I’m looking for ___.
___ 를 찾는데요.
___ reul chalneundeyo

No thanks.
랜찰아요.
gwaenchanhayo

Welcome!
어서오세요.
eoseo-oseyo

How can I help you?
무엇을 도와드릴까요?
mueosol dowadeuril-kkayo?

How much is this?
이거 얼마예요?
igeo eolmaeoyo?

I will take it.
이걸로 살래요.
igeollo salkkayo

May I use your calculator?
계산기 좀 쓸 수 있을까요?
gyesangi jom sseulsu isseulkkayo?

Please give me a discount
 좀 까봐주세요.
jom kkagajuseyo.

Do you carry ____?
___ 있나요?
___ innayo?

TIP
- Expect to negotiate prices with shop stall owners. Each shopkeeper keeps a calculator handy for such situations. Ask to borrow it, then type in the amount you would like to pay. Show it to them. This may go back and forth several times.
- Shopping malls, chain stores, and department stores normally do not allow haggling.
- Korean department stores feature shops representing local and international brands. Each of these shops may have sale events. Look for sale signs, as these items are typically found in a single rack.
13
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I like it.
이게 맘에 들어요.
igae mam-e deureoyo.

Do you have more in stock?
물건이 더 나뉘요?
mulgeoni deo itnayo?

Are there any sales?
세일을 하나요?
se-ireul hanayo?
30% OFF

I am just browsing.
그냥 구경하는 중이에요.
geunyang gugyeonghaneun jungieyo.

Do you have this in bigger/smaller size?
 좀 더 큰/작은 사이즈 있나요?
jom deo keunjageun saijeu itnayo?

Discount
할인
halin

Can I try this on?
입어볼 수 있나요?
ibeobol su itnayo?

I will think about it.
생각 좀 해볼까요.
saenggak jom haebolkkeyo.

Different pattern
다른 무늬
dareun mu-nui

Different color
다른 색깔
dareun saek-kkal
CLOTHES
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**T-shirt**
티셔츠
ti syeocheu

**Shirt**
남방
nambang

**Jacket**
자켓,잠바
jaket, jamba

**Sweater**
스웨트
esuwetoe

**Coat**
코트
ekoteu

**Suit**
정장
jeongjang

**Dress**
원피스
wonpiseu

**Skirt**
치마
chima

**Pajamas**
잠옷
jamot

**Jeans**
청바지
cheong-baji

**Pants**
바지
baji

**Shorts**
반바지
bambaji

**Sweatsuit**
추리닝
chyrinining

**TIP**
- Many Korean words for clothing items are a transliteration of their English counterpart. The Korean word for dress comes from the word 'onepiece'.
- The Korean word for sweatsuit comes from the English word, 'training', as in training suit.

**Dress shirt**
와이셔츠
waishyeo-cheu

*When shopping for clothes, take note that sizes and cuts are very different than in Western countries.*
OFFICE SENIORITY
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Secretary
비서
bisco

1. Chairman
회장
hoojang

2. President
사장
sajang

3. Senior Managing Director
전무
jeonmu

4. Managing Director
상무
sangmu

5. Director
이사
isa

6. Department Manager
부장
bujang

7. Deputy Manager
처리
chajang

8. Manager
과장
gwajang

9. Team Leader
팀장
timjang

10. Associate
대리
daeri

11. General Staff
사원
sawori

WORD BANK

- office: 사무실
- meeting: 회의
- chair: 의자
- breaktime: 쉬는시간

- samusil
- hoe-ui
- cheeksang
- uija
- swi-neunsigan
The proper use of ‘older brother’ and ‘older sister’ will depend on the gender of the younger sibling. If the younger sibling is a woman, she will call her older sister, ‘eon-ni’. If the younger sibling is a man, he will call his older sister ‘nuna’.

Younger family members must address older family members respectfully by using their title, as listed in the diagram above.

Older family members can address younger family members simply by adding the letter ‘a’ to their name. So Moon-jung becomes Moon-jung-a to her parents, older brothers, and older sisters.
ACCESSORIES
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Hat
모자
moja

Bag
가방
gabang

Belt
벨트
beiteu

Tie
넥타이
nektai

Scarf
머플러
meopeulleo

Silk Scarf
스카프
seukapeu

Glasses
안경
angyeong

Socks
양말
yangmal

Watch
시계
sugye

Earrings
귀걸이
gwigeori

Ring
반지
banji

Necklace
목걸이
mokgeoli

Sunglasses
선글라스
seongeul-lassen

Pantyhose
스타킹
seuta-king

TIP
- ‘Sigye’ can be used to describe any device that tells the time. This includes a wall clock, an alarm clock, or even the time display on an electrical appliance.
- The English language requires an ‘s’ to be appended to the end of a noun to pluralize more than one object. Korean uses only one form, the singular form, to describe one or more objects.
**Knife cut Noodles**

**Kalguksu**

Tradiitionally, these knife cut wheat noodles are mixed with a variety of ingredients and served as a soup.

**Cold Noodle Soup**

**Munnaengmyeon**

Summertime buckwheat noodles served in ice cold soup with egg, mustard and vinegar.

**Spicy Noodles**

**Bibimguksu**

Cold somyeon noodles served on a dish with hot pepper paste, minced garlic, sugar and vinegar.

**Soy milk Noodles**

**Kong-guksu**

A traditional Korean soup consisting of cold soy milk, sesame seeds.

**Cold Noodles in Large Plate**

**Jaengban-guksu**

Buckwheat noodles in hot pepper paste and mixed with many different vegetables and meats.

**Black Soybean Noodles**

**Jjajangmyeon**

This Korean-style Chinese dish is made using wheat noodles in a black bean sauce.
Unmarried younger uncles from the father’s family are known as samchon.

In the mother’s family, samchon is used for an older or younger uncle.
**TV SETUP**
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**Remote Control**

- **Power**: 전원
  - **Jeonwon**: 전원

- **TV Input**: 외부입력
  - **Oebu-imnyeok**: 외부입력

- **Favorite Channel**: 선호채널
  - **Seonhochaeneol**: 선호채널

- **Previous**: 이전
  - **Ijeon**: 이전

- **Volume**: 음량
  - **Eumryang**: 음량

- **Mute**: 중료
  - **Joyongghi**: 중료

- **Channel**: 채널
  - **Chaaeneol**: 채널

- **Guide**: 방송안내
  - **Bangsong-annej**: 방송안내

- **Picture in Picture**: 동시화면
  - **Dongsii-hwamyoeon**: 동시화면

- **Menu**: 메뉴
  - **Menyu**: 메뉴

---

**Please turn up/down the volume.**

소리를 높여/낮춰 주세요.

- **Sorangul nopyeo/najchwo juseyo**: 소리를 높여/낮춰 주세요.

---

**Please turn on channel 11.**

11번 채널로 들어주세요.

- **Sip il-beon chaeneolle/teureo juseyo**: 11번 채널로 들어주세요.

---

**Resolution**

해상도

- **Haesangdo**: 해상도

---

**Language setup**

언어설정

- **Eoneo-seoljeong**: 언어설정
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**Green Tea**

*녹차 (nokcha)*

The Korean name for green tea literally translates to “green tea”. Full of antioxidants that help minimize the effects of aging.

**Plum Tea**

*매실차 (maesilcha)*

This sweet drink is commonly served as a dessert after large meals.

**Ginseng Tea**

*인삼차 (insamcha)*

Normally purchased in powder form from supermarkets and department stores. Ginseng contains adaptogens which can manage stress, fatigue and anxiety.

**Ginger Tea**

*생강차 (saenggangcha)*

Recommended for cold prevention, headaches, motion sickness, diarrhea and maintaining a healthy physique.

**Citron Tea**

*유자차 (yujacha)*

Made from an East Asian citrus fruit called “yujе” that looks like a grapefruit. It is sliced and mixed with honey before preserving.

**Barley Tea**

*보리차 (boricha)*

Commonly served as a complementary tea in Korean restaurants. Naturally caffeine-free and good for stomach aches.

**Herb Tea**

*쌍화차 (ssanghwacha)*

A health tea made from various Korean herbs. It is useful in fighting colds and exhaustion.

**Corn Tea**

*옥수수차 (oksusuchcha)*

Kernels of corn are roasted and then boiled to make this drink. It has a naturally sweet taste and is often combined with barley tea.
Express Feelings

I am happy.

(나는) 행복하세요.
(naneun) haengbokhaeyo.

I am angry.

(나는) 화나요.
(naneun) hwanayo.

I am hungry.

배가 고픈요.
baega gopayo.

I am sick.

(나는) 아파요.
(naneun) apayo.

I am sad.

(나는) 슬퍼요.
(naneun) seulpeyo.

I am thirsty.

목이 말 아요.
mogi malloyo.

TIP

- The personal pronoun “I”, “naneun”, is not required in Korean as it is in English. However, if you want to emphasize yourself, you can preface the conjugated verb with the polite form of “I”, “naneun”. This is noted by the optional use of “naneun” in parentheses in the pictures above.

- Koreans use a single verb representing “to be sick” and “to be hurt”. These do not translate exactly into English. Therefore the expression, “I am sick,” literally translates to “I have pain.”

I am tired.

(나는) 피곤해요.
(naneun) pigonhaeyo.
GROCERY SHOPPING - VEGETABLES
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vegetable</th>
<th>Korean</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carrot</td>
<td>당근</td>
<td>carrot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cucumber</td>
<td>오이</td>
<td>cucumber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potato</td>
<td>감자</td>
<td>potato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radish</td>
<td>무</td>
<td>radish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lettuce</td>
<td>상추</td>
<td>lettuce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onion</td>
<td>양파</td>
<td>onion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squash</td>
<td>호박</td>
<td>squash</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Tomato**
- **Green Onion**

**Additional Notes**
- “Paprika” is the Korean word for bell pepper. Bell peppers are also called paprika in Japan and Germany.
- This differs from several Western countries, including the U.S., where paprika is simply the spice made from dried bell peppers.
I'd like 2 kilograms of strawberries.

Korean Melon

Can you weigh these apples?

Strawberry

Hallabong

Persimmon

Watermelon

Banana

A hybrid fruit grown on Korea's Jeju Island. It is named after Jeju's Halla Mountain, as the top of this citrus fruit resembles the inactive volcano. Similar in size to an orange, this fruit is a delicacy in Korea.

There are several types of persimmons in Korea. They are sweet in taste and similar to an unripe tomato in appearance. Persimmons are good sources of vitamins B2, B9, and vitamin C. They are often used as a remedy for hangovers.
When is it going to expire?
유통기한이 언제까지죠?
yutongghani eonjekkaji-jyo?

Do you have fat-free milk?
무지방 우유 있나요?
mujibang uyu ittnayo?

Dairy products were not traditionally used in Korea and so most of their names are adapted from English words. Today, many Koreans enjoy dairy products such as cereal with milk, cheese pizza and yogurt.

With the exception of large supermarkets, it is difficult to find fat-free milk, half gallons of ice cream, and gallon size milk.
Would you like to earn points or receive a discount?

저림 해드릴까요 아니면 할인을 해드릴까요?
jeokrih hae-daeul-ikkayo animyeon halinul hae-deu-nikkayo?

Cash Register
게산대
gye-sandae

Basket
바구니
baguni

Plastic bag
비닐봉지, 봉투
binili-bongji, bongtu

According to the OECD, Koreans recycle nearly 75% of their total waste. To discourage the use of plastic bags, supermarkets and other stores often charge 50-100 won per bag. Bring your own reusable bags to save money and help the environment.

I need to sign up for a point card.
포인트카드를 만들고 싶은데요.
pointeu-cadeureul mandeugo sipeundeoyo.

Do you need a plastic bag?
비닐백 필요하세요?
binili-baeg pilyohaseyo?

Point card
포인트카드
pointeu cadeu

Korea's competitive food industry has spurred the widespread use of point cards. By redeeming earned points you can: receive store gift certificates, transfer points to airline miles, pay a portion of the bill through point redemption, or receive numerous awards for your store loyalty.

Coffee shops, restaurants, bakeries, and ice cream shops also accept point cards. A sign near the register usually posts the cards accepted and the discounts given. Credit cards often provide rewards as well. Visit their Web sites for more information.

Would you sign here, please?
여기에 서명 좀 해주세요.
yeogi-e seomyeong jam haejesseoyo.
Excuse me: 저기요 (jeogiyo)

How much is one serving of tteokbokki?

Excuse me: 저기요 (jeogiyo)

Street Vendor: 포장마차 (pojangmacha)

Located near street intersections and nightlife areas, these food carts and stalls offer quick inexpensive food year-round. There are both daytime and nighttime types and hours will vary by location and owner. Some of the evening pojangmacha even serve alcohol such as soju. The food can vary but many dishes are deep fried.

In the fall and winter time, these carts are enclosed and offer a warm retreat from the cold. Warm or cold weather aside, Koreans love this comfort food.
Korean Rice Cake

ttpokkki

Arguably the most popular Korean street food. Large chewy rectangular-shaped rice cake mixed in a hot pepper sauce with scallions.

Fish Cake Skewers

eomuk, odeng

Skewered fish cake pieces boiled in a broth. The fish cake is formed by mixing flour and ground fish. Fish cake is also used in dishes such as tteokbokki.

Korean Sausage

sundae

A Korean pork sausage. Similar to European sausage, it is made from pig intestines. These are stuffed with cellophane noodles, congealed pork blood and spices.

Batter-Dipped Food

twigim

Deep fried vegetables and seafood covered in a thick and hearty batter. Squid, sweet potatoes, chili peppers and dumplings are the most common types served.

Seaweed Rolls

gimbap

Rolled seaweed stuffed with boiled white rice and various other ingredients. These often include: imitation crab meat, cucumbers, pickled radish and carrots.

Battered Rolls

gimmali

Battered and deep fried seaweed rolls stuffed with seasoned cellophane noodles. It is a type of twigim. You can ask street vendors to mix the gimmali in tteokbokki sauce for free.

Korean Pancake

buchimgae

Enjoyed as a snack, appetizer or side dish. Korean pancakes are made from a variety of ingredients including: kimchi, green onions, seafood and meat.
Sweet Pancakes
호떡
Flour pancakes filled with cinnamon, honey, crushed peanuts, and brown sugar. This wintertime favorite has recently become popular year-round.

Skewered Chicken
닭꼬치
Large pieces of seasoned chicken on kebab sticks. Scallions are sometimes placed between the chicken pieces.

Fish-shaped Waffle
붕어빵
Fish-shaped waffles made from poured batter and stuffed with sweet red bean paste. Similar in taste to a European waffle. They do not contain any fish products.

Roasted Sweet Potato
궁고구마
Sweeter, more yellow, and dryer than U.S. sweet potatoes. These are roasted during the winter attracting customers with their delicious smell.

Hot Dog Stick
핫도그
A deep-fried breaded hot dog on a stick. Similar to an American Corn Dog.

Roasted Chestnuts
군밤
Peel the chestnut to reveal the golden brown nut inside.

Seasoned Silkworm Pupae
변데기
Roasted silkworm pupae. Pupae are insects aged between larva and adult stages. Chrysalis is another name for this stage in the insects growth. They are steamed or boiled and then seasoned. Can also be purchased in a can from the supermarket.
The KBO, or Korean Baseball Organization, follows the same rules as the MLB in the West. The experience of watching the game, however, is different. Korean baseball demands the full attention of the audience. Thunder Sticks are banged together while the band plays, cheerleaders dance and the fans sing continuously for the length of the game. It is an experience like no other sport.

The overall price of the tickets, food, merchandise, and parking is very reasonable as compared to the more expensive MLB games in the U.S. For those in Seoul, Jamsil Stadium is a fantastic place to watch either the Doosan Bears or the LG Twins. With over 30,000 seats, there is plenty of room to catch a game during the regular season. Attendance is up 30% this year, so arrive early to get the best seats.
Cheerleader: 치이리더 (chaeoliidea); Cheersticks: 막대총선 (makdaepungseon)

Professional Baseball: 프로야구 (peuro-yagu)
The Korean Baseball Organization (KBO) was founded in 1982. It has eight teams, each with a corporate sponsor and stadium.

Who is your favorite Korean Baseball team?
어느 야구팀을 좋아하세요?
eoneu yagu-tim-eul jowa-haseyo?

LG Twins: 엘지 트윈스 (elji teumwineu); Jamsil Stadium, Seoul
Doosan Bears: 두산 베어스 (dusan be-eoseu); Jamsil Stadium, Seoul
Seoul Heroes: 서울 헤어로스 (seoul hieoroseu); Mokdong Stadium, Seoul
SK Wyverns: 에스케이 와이번스 (eseukei waibyonseu); Munhak Stadium, Incheon
Hanwha Eagles: 한화 이글스 (hanwha igeultseu); Daejeon Stadium, Daejeon
Kia Tigers: 기아 타이거스 (gia laigeoseu); Mudeung Stadium, Gwangju
Samsung Lions: 삼성 라이온스 (samseong laionseu); Daegu Stadium, Daegu
Lotte Giants: 롯데 자이언츠 (lotte jaianchau); Sajik Stadium, Busan
Can I have two seats in the cheering section?
응원석으로 표 두장 주시겠어요?
eungwanseokeuro pyo dujang jusigesseoyo?

Can I have two seats for the reserved section?
지정석으로 표 두장 주시겠어요?
jijeongseokeuro pyo dujang jusigesseoyo?

- **Home Team**
  - 홈팀
  - hamlim

- **Away Team**
  - 원정팀
  - wonjeonglim

- **Cheering Section Seat**
  - 응원석
  - eungwonseok

- **Reserved Section Seat**
  - 지정석
  - jijeongseok

- **General Admission Seat**
  - 일반석
  - ilbanseok

---

**WORD BANK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Korean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseball Cap</td>
<td>야구모자 (yagumoja)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseball Glove</td>
<td>야구글로브 (yagu-geullobeu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dugout</td>
<td>덱아웃 (deogaut)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Manager</td>
<td>감독 (gamdok)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Coach</td>
<td>코치 (kochi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseball Stadium</td>
<td>야구장 (yagujang)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TIP**

- Like Western baseball, reserved seating behind home plate and along the first baseline are the most expensive seats.

- The upper stadium seats as well as those in the outfield are general admission. These are the lowest priced tickets available.

- The cheering section is the loudest, most interesting place to be during the game. These normally sell out to the diehard fans. Arrive early to get a good seat.
I need to do laundry this weekend.
주말에 빌래 해야요.
jumale ppallae haeyadwoeyo.

My washing machine is not working.
세탁기가 작동을 안해요.
setakgiga jakdongeul anhaeyo.

Dryer
건조기
geonjogi

Water Temperature
물온도
mulondo

Soaking
블림
bullim

Pre-wash
애벌세탁
aebolsetak

Quiet
조용
joyong

Normal
표준
pyoajun

Wool
울
ul

Wash
세탁
setak

Rinse
행균
henggum

Very Hot
심온
sal-meum

Comforter
이불
ibul

Spin Cycle
탈수
taltsu

Dry
건조
geonjo

Light Load
소량세탁
soryangsetak

Time Delay
예약
yeyak

Hot Water
온수
onsu

Cold Water
냉수
naengsu
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Cotton  면  myeon
Wool  울  ul
Polyester  폴리에스터  pollieesuteo

Silk  실키  silkeu
Linen  마  ma
Cashmere  캐시미어  caesimieo

Leather  가죽  gajuk
Faux Leather  인조 가죽  injo gajuk
Satin  섬틴, 공단  saetin, gordon

These pants need to be dry cleaned.
이 바지 드라이크리닝 해야요.
i bajji deulaikeulining haeyadoeyo.

Cold water rinse only.
찬물로 세탁 하세요.
chanmullo setak haseyo.

Detergent  세제  seje

TIP
- Most Korean apartments have enclosed indoor balconies and this space is often used to air dry laundry. Not only is this good for the environment, but it also minimizes the damage done to clothing during washing and drying.
- The price of professional washing and pressing is very reasonable in Korea. These items are usually ready for pickup in 2-3 days.

Bleach  표백제  pyobaekje
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Color  
색  
saek

Do you have this in red?
이게 빨강색으로 있나요?
igeo ppalgangsaek-eoro ittnayo?

I like that color.
그 색깔 마음에 들어요.
geu saek-kkal maeume deuleoyo.

RED  
빨강(색)  
ppalgang

ORANGE  
주황(색)  
juhwang

YELLOW  
노랑(색)  
norang

GREEN  
초록(색)  
chorok

LIGHT BLUE  
하늘(색)  
haneul

BLUE  
파랑(색)  
parang

WHITE  
흰(색)  
heen

GRAY  
회(색)  
hoe

BLACK  
검정(색)  
gomjeong

PINK  
분홍(색)  
bunhong

PURPLE  
보라(색)  
bora

BROWN  
갈(색)  
gal

Different Color  
다른 색  
daleun saek

Same Color  
같은 색  
gateun saek

Brighter Color  
더 밝은 색  
deo balkeun saek

Darker Color  
더 어두운 색  
deo eodu-un saek

Traditional Korean Multicolored Garment  
색동 저고리  
saekdong jeogori
**SHOES**
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**High heels**

하이힐

*High heels*

**Sandals**

샌들

*Sandals*

**Shoes**

신발

*Shoes*

**Sneakers**

운동화

*Sneakers*

**Flip Flops**

가락신, 쪼리

*Flip Flops*

**Boots**

부츠

*Boots*

**Formal**

구두

*Formal*

**Slippers**

슬리퍼

*Slippers*

**Flats**

단화

*Flats*

**Can I special order these shoes?**

이 구두 맞춤이 가능한가요?

*i gudu majchumi ganeunghangayo?*

**Shoe Insert**

신발 갭창

*Shoe Insert*

**Hiking Boots**

등산화

*Hiking Boots*

**TIP**

- If you have Western size feet you may have difficulty in finding your size. Try foreigner-friendly neighborhoods such as Itaewon instead. Some stores may be able to order your size, too.

- Korea has its own shoe sizes which are measured in millimeters (mm). Look for conversion charts to find your U.S. or U.K. size.
KOREAN BARBECUE
Easy to Learn Korean Words and Phrases

BBQ ribs for two people, please.
갈비 2인분만 주세요.
galbi 2-in bunman juseyo.

Korean Barbecue
바비큐
babikyu
Choose pork or beef to be cooked on gas or charcoal table grills. Marinaded and non-marinated meats are available. The marinades are slightly sweet and often consist of onions, garlic, water, sugar, and soy sauce. Fruit, such as minced Asian pear, may be used in the marinade as well.
Next, put the grilled meat into a soy dipping sauce or a simple mixture of salt and pepper.
Lastly, place the dipped meat a red leaf or sesame leaf. Pickled onions, spicy wrap sauce, and other ingredients can be placed on top. Fold the lettuce wrap with your fingers and enjoy.

Spicy Wrap Sauce
쌈장
ssamjang

Soy Dipping Sauce
간장소스
ganjang-boseu

Pickled Onion
양파절임
yangpajeonim

Korean Salad
김장
geotjeori

Red Leaf
상추
sangchu

Sesame Leaf
깻잎
ggaet-nip
Buddha’s Birthday
부처님 오신날, 석가탄신일
bucheonim osin-nal, seokgatan-sinil
A national holiday in South Korea. The date correlates to the first full moon day of the Lunar calendar which usually occurs in May. It is commemorated with a week-long lotus lantern festival. Buddha was born over 2,500 years ago.

Children’s Day
어린이날
eonini-nal
Children’s Day is a national holiday celebrated on the 5th of May. Korea has a patriarchal society, so this day is meant for fathers and mothers to spend time with their kids.

Teacher’s Day
스승의날
seuseung-ui-nal
A non-official holiday celebrated on May 15th. Teachers are well- respected in Korea and this holiday is an appreciation of their efforts and hard work. Small gifts such as roses or carnations are considered acceptable presents.

Parents’ Day
아버지날
aoboe-i-nal
Every May 8, Parent’s Day is celebrated as a non-official holiday. Although parents may go to work, kids will give red carnations, homemade cards or small gifts to honor their mother and father. There’s an official Parent’s Day song that children can sing as well. Restaurants are normally busy as older sons and daughters take their parents out to celebrate.

- May is known as family month in Korea.
- Public transportation, shopping malls, movie theaters, and other types of businesses are busy. On Children’s Day, for example, amusement parks such as Lotte World and Everland become very crowded.
- If these holidays fall on a Friday or Monday, creating a long holiday weekend, expect subsequent traffic jams.
SHOE MENDING
Easy to Learn Korean Words and Phrases

Shoe Mending
구두 수선
gudu suseon

Coloring
염색
yeom-saek

Heel
굽
gup

Can you polish my shoes?
구두 좀 닦아주시겠어요?
gudu jom dakkaju-sige-sseooyo?

We buy your gift certificates.
상품권 매입
sangpum-gwon maeip

Can you fix this broken heel?
이 굽 좀 갈아줄 수 있나요?
i gup jom gala-jul su itinayo?

How long will it take?
 얼마나 걸리죠?
eolmana geolljyo?

TIP
- Shoe mending, or shoe repair, is a very inexpensive business that foreigners can utilize in Korea. These small crate-shaped shops are located along busy streets and intersections. You have the option to drop off your shoes or wait. Services include: shoe polishing, heel replacement, resoling, shoe stretching and comfort fitting, waterproofing, leather conditioning, and shoe hardware replacement. Cash only.

- Gift certificates are commonly distributed to workers during the numerous holidays of the year such as New Year's Day or Korean Thanksgiving Day. As a side business, some of these shoe mending shops will exchange store gift certificates for cash. If you have received a gift certificate but would like to have cash instead, you can exchange it here for a slightly reduced amount.
ORDERING MEAT
Easy to Learn Korean Words and Phrases

Beef
소고기
sogogi

Pork
daejigogi
doaegi-gogi

Chicken
dak-gogi

Is this meat tender?
이 고기 연한가요?
i gogi yeonhan-gayo?

Boneless Chicken
순살 치킨
sunsal chikin

One more order of pork belly, please.
삼겹살 1인분만 더 주세요.
samgyeopsal il-inbunman deo juseyo.

Seasoned Chicken
양념 치킨
yangnyaom chikin
Hello?
예보세요?
yeoobo-sayo?

Is this Pizza Place?
피자집이죠?
pija-jib-ijyo?

Can I pay with a credit card?
신용카드 사용이 가능한가요?
sinyong-cadeu sayong-i ganeung hangayo?

Coupon
쿠폰
kupon

I would like to have one large combination pizza delivered.
컴비네이션 피자 큰거로 하나만 배달해 주세요.
keombine-isyeon pija keun-georo hana-man baedal-hae juseyo.

What is your address?
어디시죠?
edishi-jyo?

Can I have a bottle of cola too?
콜라도 하나만 갈라주시겠어요?
kollado hana-man galla-jusigess-sayo?

What's the total?
합해서 얼마죠?
haphae-seo eolmajyo?

Can you please speak more slowly?
좀 천천히 얘기해 주시겠어요?
jom cheon-cheonhi yae-gihae jusi-gesseoyo?

If you plan to pay with a credit card, first make sure the restaurant accepts them. This will tell them to bring a card reader on the delivery. No tipping required. Not all restaurants accept credit cards.
What is your name?
이름이 뭐예요?
Ireum mwo-yeyo?

My name is ____.
제 이름은 _____ 입니다.
Je ireumun _____ imnida.

Where are you from?
어디서 왔어요?
Eodiseo wasseoyo?

I am from ____.
_____에서 왔어요.
_____eseo wasseoyo.

How long have you been in Korea?
한국에 계신지 얼마나 되셨어요?
Hangu-ge gyesin-ji eolmana doe-syeoss-eoyo?

I have been in Korea for 2 years.
한국에 운지 2년 됐습니다.
Hangu-ge onji i-nyeon doaes-seupnida.

Is this your first time in Korea?
한국에 이번이 처음이세요?
Hangu-ge ibeoni cheo-eum-iseyo?

How old are you?
나이가 어떻게 되세요?
Naiga eoddeoh-ge deoseyo?

This is my second time here.
이번이 두번째입니다.
Ibeoni dubeon-jjae-ipsida.

I'm 25 years old.
저는 스물다섯 살 입니다.
Jeoneun seumul-daseossal ipnida.

What brought you here?
무슨일로 여기 오셨어요?
Museun-illo yeagi osyeoss-eoyo?

I'm on vacation.
휴가로 왔습니다.
Hyugara wasse-seupnida.
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What do you do for a living?
어떤 일을 하세요?
eoddeon-irul haseyo?

I am an English teacher.
영어 선생님입니다.
yeongeo seon-saengnim ipnida.

What company are you working for?
어느 회사에서 일하세요?
eoneu hoesa-eseo il-haseyo?

I am working for _____ company.
저는 _____회사에서 일합니다.
jeoneun ____ hoesa-eseo il-hapnida.

Where is your office located?
사무실이 어디세요?
samu-siri eodiseyo?

My office is located in ____.
제 사무실은 _____에 있습니다.
je samu-sireun ____-e iss-seupnida.

Are you satisfied with your job?
당신의 직업에 만족하세요?
dangsi-nui jigeop-oe manjok-haseyo?
**OCCUPATIONS II**

Easy to Learn Korean Words and Phrases

- **Judge** (판사 pan-sa)
- **Computer Programmer** (프로그램에 poy-ro-geurae-meoe)
- **Cook** (요리사 yon-isa)
- **Lawyer** (변호사 byeon-hosa)
- **Doctor** (의사 euisa)
- **Policeman** (경찰 gyeong-chal)
- **Nurse** (간호사 ganhosa)
- **Professor** (교수 gyo-su)
- **Institute Instructor** (학원 강사 hagwon gangsa)
- **Artist** (예술가 ye-sulga)
- **Student** (학생 hak-saeng)

**WORD BANK**

- accountant (회계사 hoegyesa)
- architect (건축가 geon-chukka)
- civil servant (공무원 gongmu-won)
- dentist (치과의사 chigwa-euisa)
- farmer (농부 nongbu)
- designer (디자이너 dija-ineo)
- IT worker (정보관리자 jeongbo-gwan-rija)
- pharmacist (의사 yaks-a)

- Many students enroll in after-school and weekend private institutes to improve their scores. Math and English are among the most popular subjects enrolled in.
- There is a lot of pressure on children to score well on tests. Otherwise, they will not be competitive enough to find a job.
RECYCLING
Easy to Learn Korean Words and Phrases

Glass
병류
byeong-ryu

Plastic
플라스틱
peulla-seutik

Cans/Metal
캔류
kan-ryu

Trash
일반쓰레기
ilban-sseuregi

Where are the recycling bins?
재활용통이 어디 이나요?
jaehwol-yong-tongi eodi ittnayo?

Can this be recycled?
이거 재활용 되나요?
igeo jaehwol-yong doenayo?

Paper
종이류
jongi-ryu

Batteries
배터리
bat-deri

Trash Bags
쓰레기봉지
sseuregi bongji

Styrofoam
스티로폼
seuti-ropom

Box
상자
sangja

Food Waste
음식쓰레기
eumsik-sseuregi

- Korea uses the pay per use model for non-recyclable trash. Recyclables are free, but everything else needs to be placed in purchased trash bags. This differs from some countries where you pay a flat monthly fee regardless of the amount of trash. Each neighborhood is responsible for selling their own trash bags. Local convenience stores carry 5 to 50 liter bags.

- Food waste is organic material that can be reused as animal feed and is safe for the environment. Hard shell nuts, pits of fruit, bones, and shellfish are generally not considered food waste. Dispose of these with regular waste in the purchased trash bags.
**Soybean Sprouts**

**Chili Pepper Paste**

**Zucchini**

**Carrots**

**Bellflower**

**Bracken Fern Stems**

**Mushrooms**

**Seaweed**

**Egg**

**Rice with Mixed Vegetables**

*Bibimbap can be described as a bowl of rice mixed with various vegetables or meats. Chili pepper paste and an egg are signature items that are mixed in.*

*Bibimbap can be served in a plastic or metal bowl. The slightly more expensive dolesot bibimbap is pictured here. It uses a hot stone bowl that gives the rice a crispy texture as it sizzles against the heated stone.*

---

**Kimchi Fried Rice**

*Various meat and chopped kimchi are pan fried together with rice. Other ingredients include: green onions, garlic, onions, and sesame oil. A fried egg sunny side up is placed on top of the dish before eating.*

**Raw Beef with Mixed Vegetables over Rice**

*Finely chopped seasoned beef mixed with rice and various vegetables. The beef must be very fresh since it is served raw.*

**Spicy Squid with Rice**

*Calamari (squid) is served in a red pepper paste with onions and other vegetables. It is topped with sesame seeds and served with rice. It is often mixed together when eating.*
WEATHER
Easy to Learn Korean Words and Phrases

The weather is great today.
오늘 날씨가 좋네요.
oneul naissiga jonnayo.

Weather
날씨
naissi

What's the temperature today?
오늘 기온이 얼마나 되나요?
oneul gioni eolmana doenayo?

It is 30°C.
30도예요.
sam-sip do yeoyo.

Is it going to rain today?
오늘 비가 오나요?
oneul biga onayo?

No, it is sunny today.
아니요, 오늘 날씨가 맑아요.
aniyo, oneul naissiga malkayo.

It is raining.
비가 오네요.
biga onayo.

It is cloudy.
날씨가 흐려요.
aissi-ga heu-ryeoyo.

It is windy.
바람이 부네요.
barami bunayo.

It is snowing.
눈이 오네요.
nuni onayo.

Korea has four distinct seasons with spring and fall being the most comfortable.

The rainy season extends from June through July. Expect 80-90% humidity towards the end of this period.

WORD BANK

| Warm (weather) | 따뜻한 | tallateut-han |
| Cold (weather) | 추운 | chu-un |
| Hot (weather) | 더운 | deo-un |
| Foggy | 안개의 | angae-ui |
| Storm | 폭풍 | pokpung |
| Lightning | 번개 | beongae |
I want to withdraw money.

돈을 찾고 싶은데요. / 현금을 인출하고 싶은데요.
doneul chat-go sipeundeyo. / hyeon-geumaui inchul-hago sipeundeyo.

ATM Machine
현금 자동 지급기
hyeongeum jadong jigeupgi

Account
계좌
gye-jwa

Cash
현금
hyungeum

Savings Account
저축 예금 계좌
jeochuk yegeum gyejwa

Checking Account
당좌 예금 계좌
dangjwa yegeum gyejwa

Bank Check
수표
supyo

Passbook/Bankbook
통장
longjang

10,000
man

1,000
cheon

10,000
won

The largest bill currently dispensed from an ATM is 10,000 won, therefore transactions are based on multiples of this amount. Some ATMs will ask you how many 10,000 won bills you want to withdraw. This can be confusing as Western ATMs only ask the amount to withdraw, not the number of bills to dispense.

Money can be withdrawn in the form of cash or bank checks. Bank checks are printed in multiples of 100,000 won. These are accepted by most businesses. To use them, endorse the back of the check and show your ID to the clerk at checkout.
Choose one of following.
원하시는 버튼을 눌러 주십시오.
wonha-sineun beoteun-eul nulleo jusib-siyo.

- Phones with USIM cards inside them can be registered to function as ATM cards with Korean banks. Other methods of ATM access include passbooks/bankbooks and standard ATM cards. For added security, you will be required to use your PIN number when accessing an ATM using your mobile phone.

- Koreans do not use personal checks. Instead, bank transfers are used to pay bills. These are known as wire transfers outside of Korea. Korean bank-to-bank transfers can be performed using an ATM, via mobile phone, or online using the bank's secure Web site. Be sure to have the payee's bank name and account number handy.
The ATM did not return my bank card.
자동입출금기에서 제 카드가 나오지를 않아요.
jadong-ibchulgeumgi-eseo je kadeu-ga na-ojireul anhayo.

Debit/Bank Card
현금카드
hyeongeum-kadeu

Credit Card
신용카드
shinyong-kadeu

Out of Service
기기 고장
gigi gojang

Scan your mobile phone.
휴대폰을 대주세요.
yudae-pon-eul dae-juseyo.

Change Card Password
비밀번호 변경
bimil-beonho byeongyeong

 Withdrawal Limit
출금 한도
chulgeum han-do

Bank fee
은행 수수료
eunhaeng susuryo

---

TIP
- If your account balance falls below the specified amount in your terms of agreement, 900,000 won for example, the number of free monthly network ATM withdrawals and transfers will decrease. Banks normally offer a limited number of free out-of-network ATM withdrawals as well.

- Many banks have implemented transaction limits. CitiBank Korea, for example, has a 10,000,000 won per transaction limit and a daily transaction limit of 50,000,000 won. ATMs have a transaction limit of 700,000 Won that can be paid in bank checks or cash.